The OneVue System brings important information to institutions around the globe. Whether notifying students of emergencies, or alerting pharmacy directors to temperature changes in storage, OneVue puts users in touch with their environment.
A Connected System of Knowing:

The OneVue system helps institutions connect to their operating environment with notification, sync, and monitoring devices. Protect people and sensitive materials with the aid of alerts and environmental data. OneVue gives you the power of knowing.

- **Notify**—tools to send visual messages, and synchronize campus bells.
- **Sense**—probes and sensors for networked monitoring of sensitive environments.
- **Sync**—unified timekeeping for entire campuses, with innovative wireless and wired solutions.
- **Monitor**—mobile-friendly software for updates, alerts, reports, and real-time feedback.

---

**SYNC**

- **72MHz Transmitter**
  Broadcasts time sync for an entire building or campus, also sending critical alerts to InfoBoards.
- **Synchronized Clocks**
  A variety of synchronized timepieces, putting institutions in sync.

---

**SENSE**

- **Temperature and Humidity Sensor**
  Accurate, networked sensors for ambient air or indoor air quality.
- **Differential Pressure Sensor**
  Records, logs, and alerts differential pressure for monitoring air flow in sensitive areas.
- **Water Leak Detector**
  Detects liquid on the ground, remotely sending alerts and displaying local alarms.
- **Temperature Probe**
  Records cold-storage or cryogenic temperatures, sending data to a sensor.

---

**MONITOR**

- **Software**
  Set-up, customize, message, and run reports with minimal IT overhead.
  The Monitor software platform also allows you to create and send a variety of automated alerts, all from a web browser.

---

**NOTIFY**

- **Lockdown**
  Large, medium, and mini-displays, networked for messaging, critical alerts, and date/time. (Coming Late 2019)
- **InfoBoards**
  Network-connected controller integrates with PA systems to manage bell schedules.
- **Bell Controller**
  Network-connected controller integrates with PA systems to manage bell schedules.
Contact your Primex Certified Partner today to discuss your project’s specific needs!
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